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Research Questions

Given the specification of a programming

language in terms of regular expressions

and a context-free grammar, a compiler-

compiler creates a program called a

compiler that will take as input a source

program and create an executable program

in the target language.

One component of this technology is called

a Parser Generator. It takes as input a

context-free grammar for the language and

generates a parser (syntax checker,

validator) for the source programs.

Compiler-Compiler Technology

Family of Chunk-based Binary File Formats

Image in ILBM IFF File Format 

Grammar for ILBM Format

.

It is possible to extend context-free grammars for textual 
languages to the specification of chunk-based binary file 
formats.

ANTLR, a parser generator for LL(k) grammars, has been 
successfully used to generate parsers for two chunk-based 
file formats.

Next Step: Binary file grammars for directory-based binary 
file formats, e.g., TIFF, OLE, OASIS Open Document, and 
Microsoft Open Office files.
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Introduction

Specification of File Formats

File (or record) Layouts for Binary Formats

C Data Structures for Binary Formats

Is it possible to extend the concept of context-free grammars from textual languages to binary file formats?

Is it possible to specify binary file formats using these extended context-free binary file grammars?

Is it possible to develop a parser generator that takes a binary file grammar for a binary file format and

generates a parser that can validate the file format?

Context-free Grammars for Textual Formats

Automated tools are required for identifying and validating

the formats of the huge number of files ingested into digital

data and record archives.

Validation is required because

• If a file has been damaged, it may be possible to obtain 
an undamaged copy, or repair the file.

• File might need to comply with a standard format, e.g., 
PDF/A. 

JHOVE (JSTOR Harvard Validation Environment) is an 
example of a set of programs for validating file formats

• JHOVE supports validation of the following file formats: 
AIFF, ASCII, GIF, HTML, JPEG, JPEG 2000, PDF, TIFF, 
UTF-8, WAVE, and XML 

• JHOVE2 supports the validation of the following 
additional formats: ICC, SGML, Shapefile and ZIP

Each validation program is  manually created from the 
specification for the file format.

Programming language syntax is usually defined using a

combination of regular expressions (for lexical structure) and

Backus–Naur Form rules (for grammatical structure)..

Electronic Arts & Commodore-Amiga 
developed the Interchange File Format (IFF) in 
about 1985. It was the first chunk-based binary 
file format. A chunk consists of a chunk-id, a 
chunk-size and chunk-data. Chunk data can 
contain image, audio or text data. It can also 
contain sub-chunks and metadata. Sub-
chunks can contain sub-sub-chunks 

(RIFF) – WAV, AVI, ANI, RMID, DIB, Webp

JPEG 

Advanced Systems Format – WMA, WMV

Binary Interchange File Format (Microsoft Excel)

CorelDRAW Vector Graphics-cdw

Apple QuickTime - mo, qt

Portable Network Graphics -- PNG, MNG, JNG

Examples of Chunk-based File Formats

Bytes 0-511 of the ILBM IFF File

Parse Tree for ILBM Binary File
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